Sample Midterm
M
E
Exam
F
Queestions (
True or False

/3pts)

1point for each
e
problem
m
1 Perspectiive projectionn belongs to the class of affine projecction.
1.
True ( ) False ( )
2 Two vecttors of (1, 1) and (0, 1) arre an examplle of basis veector that cann span 2D sppace.
2.
True ( ) False ( )
3 By perforrming the baack-face culliing, we can get
3.
g more thann 2 times perrformance im
mprovement during
rasterizinng a model coonsisting of triangles.
t
True ( ) False ( )

ng Pipelin
ne (
Renderin

/ 7pts)
7

We studied the
t renderingg pipeline in the class. Allthough it haas many stagees, we can siimplify thosee stages into the
following tw
wo major stepps: 1) vertex transformatiion (e.g., moodeling and viewing
v
transsformation) step
s and 2) pixel
p
processing step
s (e.g., rassterization)

Since these two
t stages caan be perform
med indepenndently, we ccan perform these
t
two staages in a paraallel manner in
graphics harrdware. For example,
e
afteer performingg vertex trannsformation to
t v1, v2, v3,, we perform
m rasterization
step for a triangle consisting of thosee three vertices. During raasterizing thee triangle, we can perform
m vertex
transformation to other vertices,
v
say, v4.
1. Suppose that
t we increease the imagge resolution from 500 byy 500 to 1K by
b 1K. Also,, suppose thaat even thouggh
we increase the image reesolution as described
d
aboove, we do not
n observe any
a performaance degradaation in termss of
total renderinng time conssisting of tim
mes spent on two stages. C
Could you exxplain why? (3pts)

2. In this casse, if we perfform back-faace culling inn the beginninng of the pixxel processinng stage, will it improve the
t
overall perfoormance? Whhy do you thhink so? (2ptss)

3. How abouut performingg view-frustu
um culling riight before thhe vertex trannsformation stage? Can it
i improve th
he
performancee? Why do yoou think so? (2pts)

Clipping (

/ 111pts)

Suppose that we use the following 4bbit binary ouutcode assignnment:
Above Bellow Right Leeft
X
X
X
X
ment methodd in a unit square clippingg window
We will use such assignm
shown in thee right.
1. Determinee the outcodees of the folllowing points: (3pts)
a. (00.3, 1.2):
________
b. (--0.1, -0.1): ________
________
c. (00.2, 0.3):
2. Can a linee segment wiith vertex ouutcodes (10100, 0110) be trrivially rejeccted? (2pts) ______
3. Can a linee segment wiith vertex ouutcodes (10011, 0100) be trrivially rejeccted? (2pts) ______
4. What is thhe maximum
m number of times
t
that a line
l can be cllipped using the Cohen-S
Sutherland allgorithm thatt we
learned at thhe class? (2ppts) ______
And, draw such a line foor the clippinng region shoown above. (22pts)

Mathema
atical Fou
undations

(

/6pts)

y (a, b, c)? (2pts)
(
1. What is thhe 4 x 4 matrrix in homoggeneous coorrdinate form correspondinng to a 3D trranslation by

2. a) Show thhat the follow
wing matrix A is orthogoonal matrix. Show it withh the propertiies of basis vectors
v
computed from rows (or columns) off the matrix.
(2pts)

7 ⎤
⎡ 0.71 0.0 0.71
⎢
A = ⎢ 0.0 1.0 0.0 ⎥⎥
⎢⎣− 0.711 0.0 0.71
7 ⎥⎦
b) Computte the inversee matrix of A (2pts)

⎡
A = ⎢⎢
⎢⎣
−1

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

Culling (

/10pts)

The following equation shows the implicit plane equation that we learned in the class:
, ,
, where
,
is the normal of the plane and is normalized.
,
1. If we plugged a position of a point (x, y, z) into the plane equation, we learn that it will give the (signed)
distance between the plane and the point.
Prove that f(x, y, z) gives the distance between the point (x, y, z) and the plane. (4pts)

2. We want to cull objects consisting of vertices if those objects are outside a certain plane represented by the
implicit plane equation shown above. Suppose that testing a vertex against the implicit equations takes 5ms and
rendering any polygon takes 20ms. Will the culling operation improve the performance of rendering a polygon
consisting of 3 vertices? _____ Will the culling operation improve the performance of rendering a polygon
consisting of 10 vertices? ____ (2pts)
3. What may be a reasonably modification on the culling method explained above in order to make the culling
method improve the performance of rendering irrespective of the number of vertices of the polygon? (2pts) What
is the disadvantage of your method? (2pts)

